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TOOT YOUR OWN HORN

USAGE

Muhammad Ali enjoyed tooting his own horn.

MEANING

A person who toots his own horn is bragging about himself. He is making noise about his abilities. At times, it is considered poor manners to toot one's own horn. In some situations, bragging about oneself is okay. In America, athletes and politicians often toot their own horns.

STORY

When the boxer Muhammad Ali first proclaimed, “I am the greatest,” some people felt uncomfortable. They had been taught that people should not brag about themselves. He said, “I can fly like a butterfly, sting like a bee.” He liked to play with words. He liked to tease. Now, when Ali toots his own horn, most people smile and enjoy his fun.

VOCABULARY

toot - to blow into a horn; the short, sharp sound of a horn.

✦ In some cities, it is illegal to toot a car horn for no reason.

brag - boast about oneself; boast about someone closely related.

✦ When John hit the home run that won the game, his father bragged, “That’s my son!”
**boxer** - an athlete who fights according to set rules; a prizefighter.

- *The boxer Manny Pacquiao is famous throughout the world.*

**comfortable** - at ease, relaxed.

- *I am comfortable when I wear my old sweatshirt.*

**uncomfortable** - without ease; feeling awkward.

- *The baby felt uncomfortable in her wet diaper.*

**PRACTICE**

1. Write a sentence using the idiom **toot your own horn** correctly.

[Blank line]

2. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the vocabulary word that best suits the meaning of the sentence:

Joe Louis was a heavyweight champion ____________.

When the heat is turned up too high, I feel ____________.

When the traffic light changed from red to green, I heard a horn ____________ from the car behind me.

**CONVERSATION**

1. Have you ever **tooted your own horn**? About what? How did others react?

2. Have you ever become upset when someone else **tooted his own horn**? Why? How did you feel?

3. Can you think of three situations in which it might help you to **toot your own horn**?
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